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Overview

• This session will discuss

o The historical and contemporary influence of complex systems 
perspectives in guidance development for health intervention 
research in the UK;

o Definitions of a complex systems perspective, including i) what 
is meant by the terms ‘complex intervention’, ii) a ‘complex 
system” iii) intervention as an ‘event within a complex system’

o Practical implications of complexity, and a complex systems 
framing, for development, evaluation and implementation of 
interventions



Phases for RCTs of ‘complex’ interventions: UK Medical 
Research Council framework (Campbell et al., 2000)



UK MRC guidance for developing and evaluating 
complex interventions (version 2; Craig et al. 2008)



More recent guidance from UK MRC 
(and other funders)



UK MRC guidance, version 3?

• MRC guidance being updated

• Recognition that thinking has 
moved on

• Integration of a complex systems 
perspective as a major theme within 
this

• This is due any day…! 

2021



• Most of these use the term complex intervention

o But what is complexity? What makes an intervention 
complex? Is any social intervention ever simple, or are we 
always dealing with degrees of complexity? 

o Where does complexity primarily reside (within the 
intervention’s components, or the context)?

o Why does complexity matter for research into population 
health interventions?

What is a complex intervention anyway?



What is complexity? What makes 
an intervention complex?



What is a complex intervention? UK MRC definitions 
(Campbell et al. 2000)

• Early MRC guidance focused on number of interacting components, and 
the interaction between them

➢“The greater the difficulty in defining precisely what, exactly, are the “active 
ingredients” of an intervention and how they relate to each other, the greater the 

likelihood that you are dealing with a complex intervention.” (Campbell et al. 2000)

• Lots of parts which work in synergy to produce change, via difficult to 
identify causal mechanisms=complex intervention

➢ Complexity as internal to the intervention



What is a complex social intervention? Updated MRC 
definitions (Craig et al. 2008)

• Still focused on the number of intervention components and 
interaction between them

• But some aspects of complexity reside within the context into which 
change is introduced

➢ How difficult are the behaviour changes required by implementers? 
Complexity as a relative concept linked to who is being asked to do it and 
what they were doing before

➢ To what extent is intervention “permitted” to change across contexts? 
Interventions and contexts as adapting to one another over time



An example of a ‘complex’ 
intervention?



Intervention 

components

Mechanisms of change Intended 

Outcomes
Legislation 

restricting 

movement

Social media and 

mass media 

“Stay Home Save 

Lives” Campaign

Police deployed 

to challenge non 

compliers and 

enforce

Reduced 

social 

interaction 

among the 

population

Lowered rate of 

infection and illness

Reduced pressure 

on health care 

services

Fewer fatalities 

(due to C19 & 

other causes)

Example : COVID-19 ‘lockdown’ in the UK



Why is Covid-19 lockdown a ‘complex’ intervention?

• From a traditional UK MRC perspective, this is a complex 
intervention because

o It has several components

o These are intended to work in synergy to produce change

o The precise contribution of each component is difficult to isolate



• More recent thinking locates 
complexity primarily in the 
context where interventions 
take place, rather than their 
components 

• Even ‘simple’ mono-component 
interventions may be complex 
in terms of their interactions 
with context



Component focused definitions as 
“complicated” (rather than “complex”)

Sending a rocket to the moon – complicated
• Numerous components, which work in synergy
• But divisible into discrete tasks 
• Careful application of formulae predicts replicable success

Raising a child - complex
• Parents, and children, key actors in family systems.
• Difficult to isolate discrete aspects of parenting 
• Or to isolate the role of parents from wider systems
• Outcomes not replicable or fully predictable

▪ (Glouberman and Zimmerman 2002)



Complex (adaptive) social systems

Interventions delivered via systems such as schools, hospitals or other healthcare settings, 
which have many characteristics of complex systems:

➢Shaped by interaction among diverse and ever changing agents.

➢A degree of autonomy, but within limits set by wider political systems.

➢System survival depends upon ceaseless adaptation.

➢Actions generate feedback loops that reinforce system behaviour, or lead to 
discontinuance.

➢Propensity toward self-organisation, with order emerging through spontaneous 
interactions of agents within the system, 

➢Change creates disruption, triggering agents to self-organise to return the system to an 
attractor state (a new state of relative stability).

➢Outputs are non-linear and may occur abruptly after a long period of no effect, as a 
threshold or tipping point is reached.



Interventions as ‘events’ within complex systems

• Hawe et al. (2009)

o Population health outcomes are an emergent product of dynamic interactions 
among actors and groups within complex systems

o Interventions occur at a particular time in the history of complex systems

o The aim of intervention is to introduce changes, which will alter the dynamics of 
the system

o Hence, where effective, interventions will act as a historical ‘event’ which 
meaningfully alters the course of the system

o This will produce better outcomes for individuals, and the population as a whole



Example: Smoke free workplaces legislation

• Where we consider the context or system as the 
primary source of complexity, most interventions 
become complex

• Smoke-free legislation –‘simple’ in terms of 
components 
o But only possible as the system had reached a tipping point

▪ 10 years earlier would have been “illiberal and 
authoritarian”

▪ Capitalised on momentum from earlier advocacy work 

- reframing the debate around “harms to others” 
trumped libertarian objections and paved the way 
for future action

• Not a discrete ‘intervention’ with a clear beginning and 
end. Dependent on system history and contributing to 
future system trajectories



• A component focused perspective treats this as a set of 
behaviour change techniques

o If the doctor does things, this triggers change in the patient

• A complex systems perspective instead views the doctor-
patient consultation as a dynamic activity setting

o This setting has change potential because of the historically 
situated position and roles of actors within a health care system

o Intervention about changing dynamics between actors within 
healthcare system to optimise health benefit

Another example: brief primary care intervention to encourage 
patient engagement with weight loss services (Aveyard et al. 2016)



• Seemingly simple causal chain linking actions to intended outcomes, but changing behaviour of 
individuals alters how society functions
o Family interactions→ families locked down together with positive and negative consequences

o School-family interactions→ school closures triggering adaption processes as they develop new ways to function

o Working from home → triggered new ways of working within organisations

• Lots of harmful externalities
o Worsening in child mental health; Increased poverty and socioeconomic inequality; Increased domestic violence;  

Substantial economic damage

• Catalysed additional intervention at multiple levels to mitigate harms
o Funding for businesses who had closed to minimise redundancies

o Varying local provision of meals for children who would go hungry without school meal

o Various third sector (charity) responses around domestic abuse 

• Complexity is about how the system responds to introduction of change not just about the 
components introduced to initiate change

Earlier example: why is COVID-19 lockdown complex from a 

systems perspective?



All of the previous case examples: strong role for system 
histories and context

• Evaluations of effectiveness, such as RCTs, do not tell us that an intervention ‘works’ 

• They tell us that an intervention worked:

o In a specific place

o At a specific point in time

o For the outcomes we chose to measure

o In population in which it was evaluated

• Will it work elsewhere? 

• Even within ‘the same’ health care, social care, education system etc, as these are 
constantly adapting, will an ‘effective’ intervention go on working forever?

• Major challenge to traditional notions of evidence based healthcare



Yesterday’s solutions for tomorrow’s problems?

• Following a traditional MRC framework model, it may take over 
10 years from ‘idea’ to having firm evidence of effectiveness

o 1 to 2 years development work

o 2 to 3 year feasibility study

o 3 to 5 year full trial

• It can then take years to get evidence into practice. 
All the while, systems are changing…

• Is the intervention development plan you had at the 
turn of the century still relevant to today’s world?



Yes, it’s all very 
complex, so what?

What does complexity 
actually mean for how 

we do intervention 
research?



A few principles

• A systems perspective may involve use of methods from complexity 
science, such as systems maps, network analysis, systems modelling

• Perhaps more commonly, it is used as a lens to ‘frame’ research, often 
using more traditional evaluative methods (McGill et al. 2021)

• Some key considerations in a complex systems framing

o Developing interventions which are relevant to their context, but defined sufficiently 
flexibly to adapt with their ever evolving systems

o Evaluating interventions in ways which generates insight into how interventions work 
in context to aid future adoption and adaptation decisions

o Continuously revisiting the need for ‘effective’ interventions to be actively adapted to 
maintain effectiveness



Building adaptability into 
intervention development

• Ceaseless adaptation is defining characteristic of 
complex systems. 

• It follows that many interventions must continue to adapt 
as their surrounding systems do, or become redundant

• If we define interventions too rigidly in terms of their 
form, they may become redundant much more quickly

• Intervention ‘functions’ are (perhaps) more likely to be 
resilient to changes across time and space than 
intervention forms

• Ongoing work to understand how we can define 
interventions in terms of functions central to this

• Key challenge: Developing interventions which are: 
o relevant to a given context as it currently is and

o sufficiently flexible to adapt as contexts change



Evaluating process as well as 
outcomes

• Evaluating effectiveness of interventions is rarely 
enough

o “effect sizes do not provide policy makers with 
information on how an intervention might be 
replicated in their specific context, or whether 
trial outcomes will be reproduced”

• Need for evaluations to pay close attention to 
questions of implementation, mechanisms, and 
context

• McGill et al have taken this work one step further 

• 2 step framework for process evaluation focused on

o Understanding the system prior to intervention

o Understanding how it is altered by intervention



Adapting ‘effective’ interventions for new or changed 
contexts

• The ADAPT Study was largely motivated by growing recognition that 
context matters

• If we are adopting an intervention in the UK which is taken from the 
US for example
o Is the US evidence enough to be confident it will work ‘here’?

o Is uncertainty arising from difference in context so substantial we need a whole 
new randomised trial (or other outcomes evaluation study)?

o Or can we be confident that so long as we can implement it as intended, 
contextual differences are relatively trivial, and it will work

• For ‘homegrown’ interventions: 
o Can we be confident that 10 years or more after their original evaluation that 

they will still work?

o Does the original evaluation still provide a strong enough case for continued 
investment?

o Or have changes in the systems in which an intervention occurs raise doubt 
about whether it still works? 



Conclusions

• Historically, complexity has often been conceived as a property of multi-component 
interventions

• Complexity is now increasingly characterised as a property of the contexts in which 
interventions are implemented

• Complex systems perspectives emphasise the dynamic and ever changing nature of 
systems, and the need to understand how new ways of working interact with system 
histories and starting points
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